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Manuel Rebuschi is an associate professor of Philosophy, researcher at the Archives Henri-Poincaré, and head of the Master of Cognitive Science of the University of Lorraine (Nancy, France). His research areas are philosophical logics, philosophy of language and philosophy of mind. His main interest focuses onto rationality and/or intention ascriptions in various contexts. MR is involved in several interdisciplinary projects with psychologists, linguists and computer scientists, where emphasis is put on various topics like schizophrenia or robotics.

Schizophrenia and Context-shifting

The talk deals with pathological conversations between individuals diagnosed as schizophrenic and psychologists. An interdisciplinary study accounted for discontinuities occurring in such conversations and prior analyses revealed the importance of underspecification (ambiguity). Conversational interpretation and context thus both play crucial roles in schizophrenic discourse. Building on this premise and inspired by previous analyses of fictional discourse, this work presents an experimental analysis of schizophrenic discourse using pragmatic context.